Beyond content analysis and non-verbal behaviour—What about atmosphere?
A phenomenological approach
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Abstract

Objective: Basic research and careful observation of clinical practice have yielded a vast amount of empirical data on communication in health care. This research has been guided by the assumption that good communication will be better understood and easier to teach when its single constituents are identified. This paper points to the limitation of this approach.

Methods: Based upon the terminology of phenomenological thinking grounded in neo-phenomenology (Hermann Schmitz) contradictory findings from the literature on patient-centred communication in Internal Medicine and Oncology are used as a starting point to elucidate different paradigms in conducting research in clinical communication.

Results: The phenomenological approach of the German philosopher Hermann Schmitz (*1928) is briefly presented. It is based upon experiences that 'on the average everybody can vividly access or retrieve from his memory'. Empirical research does not provide unequivocal advice how to communicate with an individual patient. Likewise, researchers note unexpected reactions from real patients—they do not behave as the expert would assume. The inclusion of the phenomenon of a certain atmosphere is proposed referring to the impression of 'something in the air' that sometimes can be identified during communication or upon entering a room. Even though it can be sensed with high evidence, it cannot be deduced from particular observations. Instead, the atmosphere is part of a situation in which meaning is dissolved in chaotic manifoldness. Sensing an atmosphere is a function of the lived body (Leib) as opposed to phenomena that are mediated by the senses.

Conclusion: Current research and teaching models cover only part of the phenomenology of professional communication. How research and education might profit from the addition of Schmitz' philosophical approach will be outlined in this article.

Practice implications: Including perceptions of the lived body (Leib) should improve research in clinical communication and teaching courses.
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1. Introduction

This paper will deal with a certain dimension of interactions between patients and health care providers that in my view merits more sustained attention. It might be criticised as a relapse into a time when research in human communication was more a matter of taste than of sound empirical methods. Nevertheless, I hope to be able to show that there is room for yet another approach to the essence of communication without running the risk of arbitrariness. To do this however, the theoretical foundation of such an approach should be clearly stated. If the approach itself generates new terms and procedures that have not been defined previously it runs the risk of tautological clauses. The terms that I shall use are established and well described terms based upon the philosophical approach of Hermann Schmitz (1928) who formulated a philosophical system [1] that develops philosophical questions from everyday experiences that 'on the average everybody can vividly access or retrieve from his memory' [2, p. 53]. One central assumption is that evidence cannot be deduced from strong and rigid principles; instead, it develops when for example in sudden shock or in intensive happiness evidence forces the individual to accept its existence [2, p. 33]. I hope that my attempt to apply some of his thinking to the field of patient-professional communication will demonstrate that talking about atmospheres does not necessarily mean to open the floodgates to a long forgotten speculative approach. That there is some room
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for improvement could be derived from a recent paper by Beckman and Frankel [3] who warned researchers and teachers that their theories can diverge from the reality of day-to-day clinical communication. The recent paper by Linda Zandbelt et al. is a good example for unexpected findings in that patients’ behaviour contradicts the experts’ assumptions: physicians’ ‘blocking behaviour’ did increase the number of concerns and cues voiced by patients [4].

Following phenomenological reasoning, I shall introduce this paper by referring to a day-to-day experience that will be quite familiar to readers who teach communication skills to physicians, students, nurses, or other professional groups in health care.

In order to invite the patient’s perspective [5] a central intervention goal could be described as: ‘Don’t be in the way the patient might be using!’ One should think that the easiest way to do this is simply to keep your mouth shut, look at the patient, and wait whether she or he wishes to continue. Whereas seemingly more complex goals like mirroring or summarising [6] are easily accomplished, waiting turns out to be one of the most difficult tasks that raises concerns and resistance among trainees at all levels of experience. They question the appropriateness of waiting in general and are afraid to miss the moment when a pause is changing its meaning: from indicating sustained interest, to starting a power game in which the one who speaks first has lost.

2. What determines appropriateness in communication?

This observation from communication skills training courses points to an interesting phenomenon which is the topic of this paper: What makes us so sure – under daily life circumstances – when exactly a pause should be ended, when we should look down or, yet another example, when exactly we should let go another person’s hand whom we have greeted with shake-hands? Only when someone is holding our hand for too long or too firmly we realise that shaking hands – as an example of a familiar ‘bodily’ interaction – is governed by an extremely precise sense of appropriateness that functions between the two interacting persons.

According to the most common research strategies understanding this type of appropriateness should lead to a search for minute signals that two interacting persons exchange. In doing so, this type of research aims at the identification of single observable units, be it verbal cues and concerns [7,8], non-verbal cues (Schmid-Mast, this issue of PEC), facial expression and body language (e.g. [9] or contextual parameters [10]). In general, this research is moving along a universe of single items or particulars. They can be arranged in a certain order, resulting in the definition of classes of phenomena that can then be localised in time or space. Underlying these approaches is the assumption that the identification of ever smaller elements with ever more precision will finally answer the question of appropriateness that has been raised above. This approach has a philosophical tradition with a prominent advocate: René Descartes who defined four methods for proper scientific research in his paper ‘Discourse de la methode pour bien conduire la raison et chercher la verité dans les sciences’ [11]. This method has four basic principles which read like:

1. “The first [principle] is never to accept anything for true which I do not clearly know to be such; that is to say, carefully to avoid precipitoseness and prejudice, and to comprise nothing more in my judgment than what is presented to my mind so clearly and distinctly as to exclude all ground of doubt.
2. The second method is to divide each of the difficulties under examination into as many parts as possible, and as might be necessary for its adequate solution.
3. The third rule is to conduct my thoughts in such order that, by commencing with the simplest and easiest objects of understanding, I might ascend little by little, and, as it were, step by step, to knowledge of the more complex; [...] assigning in thought a certain order even to those objects which in their own nature do not stand in relations of antecedence and consequence.
4. And the last principle, in every case, is to make my enumerations so complete, and my reviews so general, that I might be assured that nothing has been omitted.”

It is especially the second and the third rule that has guided research strategies in nature sciences and in the field of professional communication: In trying to ‘get a grip’ on the quality of communication, Descartes recommends to parse the interaction between two individuals into its single constituents and to start from these particulars in order to re-construct the whole.

2.1. The constructivist and the positivist perspective of communication research

Peter Salmon and Bridget Young have raised the critical question whether ‘relationships can be built’ [12, Italics from the author]. If this was so, research should identify the bricks and the cement that it takes to construct a relationship or – to sharpen the problem at stake – even to invoke trust and empathy. The assumption that this will ever be feasible stands in the tradition of positivist thinking—another foundation of research strategies in nature sciences with a long standing history (dating back to Auguste Comte (1798–1857)) claiming that there is a reality that can be ascertained if only enough effort is invested. The idea of ‘putting together’ good clinical communication by using good skills and avoiding bad habits possesses that patient and physician (and researcher and teacher) perceive a communicative action in a similar way, assuming that a certain behavioural skill is good or bad on its own. However, as Zandbelt et al. [4] and Salmon and Young (2005) pointed out:

One is to ask to what extent patients’ sense of relationship is, indeed, ‘built’ by clinicians’ good communication, that is, arises intrinsically from within the relationship, or arises from patients’ own needs and history. If the patient’s sense of relationship is present in some form at the start, the doctor’s
communication task would be to recognise and work with this, rather than to set about building a relationship ‘from scratch’ [12].

This quotation takes on a constructivist position: a relationship is subjectively ‘constructed’, unpredictable to some extent because the construction principles are grounded in the individual patient’s and physician’s history. If history is understood as covering all incidents prior to the conversation it embraces a whole range of items, including patients’ experiences with physicians or with significant others that they were attached to [13,14], the information they had gathered immediately before the consultation, etc. It also comprises of what they sensed inside their body, and what they thought this meant. The same variety of experiences holds for the physician who might be more or less prepared to take on the role of an expert or a figure of trust depending on his own attachment history which does for example determine specialty choice [15]. Even if it would be possible to disentangle all single elements that might have had an influence on the course of a clinical interaction a posteriori, it is very unlikely that it actually determined what was said when during the conversation.

2.2. From particular items to situations

In order to overcome the limits of a constructivist perspective a research paradigm might be helpful that does not solely rely on single items but one that takes into account the observation that individuals have a clear perception of their body, and what they thought this meant. The same variety of experiences holds for the physician who might be more or less prepared to take on the role of an expert or a figure of trust depending on his own attachment history which does for example determine specialty choice [15]. Even if it would be possible to disentangle all single elements that might have had an influence on the course of a clinical interaction a posteriori, it is very unlikely that it actually determined what was said when during the conversation.

A unified entity (Gestalt) that stands out from the environment.

Meaningfulness consisting of facts, programmes, and problems; Situations ‘have something to say’

Diffusion within the Situation: not everything contained can be listed as single items; meaningfulness is dissolved in chaotic manifoldness [16., p. 21].

Two or more people interacting form an actual Situation that has a starting point and an end. In case of professional communication, this Situation stands out from the background of other interactions, for example because it fulfils a certain goal. Going back to such an exchange will produce memories: the situation has had something to say. Let’s assume that the patient developed a sense of trust in this physician and yet, she will most probably be unable to describe exactly why she is willing to undergo chemotherapy under the guidance of this particular physician. The elements that brought about a feeling of trust were dissolved in the actual common Situation between her and her physician.

The most common type of research in communication could be localised outside of Situations, they consist of single items or particulars, arranged in a certain order.

Analysing phenomena within a so-defined Constellation means that single facts or programmes or problems are ‘scooped’ from the Situation, the remains are discarded as something that [at present] does not matter [17, p. 221].

Given the richness of phenomena that take place during a conversation it is impossible that two individuals interact just by perceiving and reacting to particulars. In my view the term Situation in the definition given above offers a chance to grasp, what else matters between two individuals: Both are embedded in a common or shared actual Situation, in which a multitude of meanings, problems and programs is contained. Patient and physician might be viewed as diving through chaotic manifoldness without paying attention to every single cue, emotion, or fact. However, within this metaphor, they are very well aware of a basic sense of safety and of trust in each other and in their technical equipment. I hope that this supports my assumption that a research paradigm that tries to re-construct conversation exclusively by collecting single findings does not exhaustively reflect the essence of an interaction. Instead, attention should also be paid to less particular constituents of a professional relationship. This of course is not a new idea; in a paper about the most fruitful attitude of therapists Freud recommended not to concentrate on single items [18]. He suggested that professionals abstain from too much activity when they wish to develop a sense of understanding of what the client is trying to say. He coined the term ‘free floating attention’ and described it as:

However, this technique is a very simple one. It rejects all kinds of technical aids [...] even taking notes. It simply consists of an attitude of abstaining from remembering specific elements of what is said. Foremost is the willingness to meet what so ever is brought up with evenly sustained but free-floating attention. On the other hand, as soon as one deliberately strains attention to a significant extent, one starts to actively select from among the material being presented.

3. The idea of a second research paradigm

Clinicians as S. Freud and researchers have a common problem: should they pay attention exclusively to single items and their arrangement in space and time (Constellation) or should they try to (also) get an impression of what is happening within the framework of a Situation.

Referring to a qualitative paper by Wright et al. [19] Salmon and Young noted:

‘When patients with breast cancer were asked about the elements of doctors’ behaviour that they valued, they were concerned with their doctors’ enduring attributes and not with behaviours, such as whether they communicated well’, ... [Instead], patients ‘tolerated or forgave a wide range of clinician behaviour, even interpreting communication that might objectively be termed ‘poor’ in ways that maintained or enhanced their perception of these enduring attributes in their doctors’ [12].
Thus, cancer patients seem to apply another set of criteria if they evaluate communication with a health-care provider. Within the realm of *Situations* the scientific community could try to develop an understanding of patients’ and physicians’ non-explicit and not directly observable impressions. What could the material be like, that this refers to?

Without further definition the term ‘impression’ is not helpful because it can refer to a single ex-pression that im-pressed a listener. However, within a *Situation* we are dealing with *Myriad* [multi-facetted] Impressions of the type we have upon entering a room or meeting an unknown person [2, p. 19]. In a gothic church for example or in a pre-historic cavern sometimes an atmosphere is present that cannot be deduced from single elements and yet, it is definitely there (H. Schmitz; 1998c, p. 224ff). Recent empirical research has shown that indeed objects in the room that are not directly perceived nevertheless influence participants’ behaviour [20]. Talking to another person also creates a certain atmosphere that sometimes might be described as dark or solemn, motivating a person to lower her head and speak with a dull voice etc. Levinson’s research on the surgeon’s tone of voice and its relation to malpractice suits could be viewed as a good example for the power of the human voice to create atmospheres [21]. Even if we do not know anybody, upon entering a room we can have the *immediate impression* of a certain mood, of something ‘in the air’. If trouble is brewing, there is heaviness in the air; the room is, so to say, soaked with an unpleasant atmosphere. When we have such an immediate impression, we can almost instantly understand and enact the appropriate behavioural response: laughter freezes on the face; the hand stops moving in the air. If I am right assuming that we all have had experiences like the ones listed above, then they are part of our everyday existence. It seems artificial when our research paradigms do not include this part of our (communicative) world.

### 4. How does this translate into communication skills training?

Sensing an atmosphere helps to have an idea of which behaviour is appropriate. This is especially important and easy to understand in the task of giving information. In oncology, one of the most difficult issues is the question of how to achieve a balance between telling the truth (being honest) and yet leaving room for hope [22].

Recent studies in this field [23–27] can be summarised as follows: even though absolute numbers differ substantially (e.g. between 53 and 80% in the Kaplowitz study), a majority of patients or relatives want precise information concerning the time course of the disease, they view the competent clinician who dares talking about prognosis the one who is promoting hope best. Empathy or communication skills do not get high marks from cancer patients—a somewhat embarrassing finding as Salmon and Young have noticed, as well [12].

What does this mean for the teaching of communication skills in general and in Oncology specifically? In my view an answer can be found if we assume that health care provider and patient both contribute to form a *Situation*, they provide and receive *Myriad* (Multi-facetted) impressions, and both parties are embedded in an atmosphere. Receiving information cannot be dissected from the *Situation* in which it was given. If patients declare their interest in plain information, giving little credit to communicative skills, they might ignore the importance of the *Situation* in which information was offered. As patients are non-experts concerning medical facts they can hardly know for sure, whether they received the essential information or not. Against which knowledge background could they compare what they have heard from the expert? I think that patients do indeed ‘know for sure’ whether they could trust a nurse or whether the physician is competent, but that this security is based upon something different than the quality and the amount of information they received. Within the framework of a *Situation* it is rather the result of a sense of appropriateness that has developed between patient and health care provider: with how much information or truth [22] can an interaction be loaded. If we understood where to search for this sense of appropriateness, we might render communication seminars for oncologists more successful.

### 5. The sense of appropriateness—a phenomenon of the lived body

In the German language two words exist that refer to the English word body: der Leib and der Körper. The English term ‘lived body’ refers to der Leib; a similar combination of noun and adverb has been used by Merleau-Ponty who referred to Leib as ‘Le corps vivant’ [28, p 90]. A convenient way to introduce the idea of the lived body is to refer to common experiences everybody has: one cannot only perceive one’s own body by use of the eyes, hands, etc., but one can also perceive other qualities in the region of the body without the mediation of the senses. Typical examples are hunger, thirst, anxiety, lust, tiredness, being at ease [29, p. 5]. Whereas the kneecap can be localised precisely at 62 cm below my hip, tiredness or being at ease may sometimes have a preferred locale where they could be felt most intensely, but this is lacking the precision of strictly bodily (in the sense of Körper-) phenomena. Following H. Schmitz the concept of the lived body is central to the idea of appropriateness [30, p. 58ff]. Going back to the example of giving information it seems clear that a physician will always tell the patient less than she knows. How does she decide on the explicitness and the amount of information? She will have to find out with every individual patient and even with the same patient again and again, when she is seeing him on repeat consultations during the course of his disease. I propose that a sensitive physician knows ‘when it is enough’ much like we all know – without checking our watch – when it is time to leave a sick person alone. Such an unequivocal sense of the right moment to be silent or to continue giving information, of the length of a pause or a gaze cannot be localised in a ‘hot spot’ in our body, it is a typical phenomenon of the lived body.

#### 5.1. The lived body in communication skills training

Communication skills training should enable participants to pay attention to the resonance phenomena that a certain atmosphere is creating within their lived body. This takes time.
Therefore, the recommendation to offer time to patients should be completed with the advice to professionals to take their time, as well. What is meant here are, are repeated time periods of few seconds each. This is often sufficient to realise that something unexpected has happened and enough time to ‘get a taste’ of what a patient has said. This would introduce a third focus of attention in training courses: besides the patient and the task to be accomplished, the lived body of the professional comes into play. Thus, good communication might be viewed as finding a balance between these three elements. In-experienced students and many physicians often focus on the task – neglecting the patient and themselves; sensitive medical students sometimes pay too much attention to the patient – forgetting about the clinical diagnosis that they were supposed to find and about their own contribution to the situation. If they become aware of perceptions within their lived body they realise how difficult it is to find words for these typically vague phenomena.

Medical students and physicians have been trained to identify particular items and to turn a situation into a constellation – distilling facts out of chaotic manifoldness. Talking about the lived body is asking for a more poetic and a less prosaic explication – something that the daily business in medicine and medical journals do not favour. Incorporating these issues into communication aspects in health care, calls for a more colourful and less deterministic language—something that most professionals will find difficult to apply to their clinical practice and research. Psychoanalysts would probably call many of these phenomena counter-transference phenomena [31], neglecting however their non-psychological ‘bodily’ nature. Furthermore, transference and counter-transference typically refer to dyadic interactions between individuals between whom there is a (therapeutic) relationship. The term atmosphere as defined by Schmitz and used in this paper is much broader. As we have seen, it does also apply to situations in which no human being is creating the atmosphere; an old forest can breathe hostility or freedom, as many of us will have perceived reading Lord of the Rings by J.R. Tolkien. Curricula in medicine and nursing might profit from an attempt to widen the array of personal awareness by also including ways to improve the sensitivity of their students for their own lived body.
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